
DO MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS PROVIDE HOST

It used to be that hosting any of the major sporting events, prominent sporting event invites the global spotlight, provides
an injection of tourism will host the FIFA World Cups in and respectively, do not have the.

After , it took over half a century for a host city to profit from them. It took 30 years to pay off the Olympic
debt [ 2 ]. It could nearly end homelessness in the U. For a country like China with a controversial human
rights record, hosting a major sporting event can be a way to gain greater international acceptance. The
environmental impact of these events is almost totally ignored. However, this injection of money, will only be
short-term a few weeks and make little overall impact on the wider economy. How did you become interested
in studying the impact of large-scale sporting events like the Olympics? Companies sponsoring the events sell
billions worth of products. Fans from all around the globe want to see their favourite players in action. It's
been almost a month since the end of the Rugby World Cup, but already host cities like Newcastle have
reported that the event has been a huge financial success. Many host cities benefited from the games. Do you
think that Minneapolis and St. Or are they primarily short-term benefits? For developing economies,
mega-event hosting is motivated by globalisation and soft power. From the London Olympics, the east of
London has benefited from improved public transport. Some of the leaders might be out of office by then.
Share this New projects are run and new systems built, to improve the transportation, communication and
overall comfort of staying in the city. It is important to take all of that into consideration. Advantages of
hosting a major event 1. Both mega-events were deemed poor investments. Today, the costs of the games are
bigger than ever, so does it even pay off to host them? But these events obviously generate way more traffic in
a city, far more flights and a huge increase in tourism for a short period of time. BBC link This increase in cost
has made hosting the Olympics less politically popular. Looking at the Olympics, and the tremendous amount
of expense and construction that goes into hosting, are the Games, number one, good for cities and, number
two, sustainable over the long term? Finding sponsorships, using existing infrastructure, and good planning,
are the best ways not to end up in debt after the sporting events. Crucial among them is the fragility of
economies after the global financial crisis, and the growing inequality in the distribution of wealth and
income. Enthusiasm It is often easy to find reasons not to host a major sporting event, too much debt, more
important priorities. They do seem somehow less controversial, with many hosts gaining from them. Have you
observed any significant difference between the build-up to the Super Bowl compared to the Olympics or Pan
Am Games? If we moved towards that model, we might see more success in future Olympics. That can ramp
up costs as the opening ceremony approaches and money gets thrown at any remaining problems.


